
SAVING ENERGY
IN YOUR HOME

A GUIDE TO



Saving Energy
Energy costs are rapidly increasing, YGHP supply your Heat Interface Unit. (HIU) this HIU controls the temperature of the heating and

domestic hot water within your apartment. This leaflet may help you reduce your energy bills.

Heating
The heating temperature is controlled by a thermostat within the HIU (Black TRV Head, image enclosed) When your room controller/timer

calls for heat, the electric valve in the HIU opens.  The pump starts and hot water is circulated around your Radiators. This hot water will

circulate keeping the radiators warm and the apartment at a comfortable temperature whilst the room controller is asking for heat.

To reduce energy, use your heating when it’s needed, use your time controller which can switch   the heating  on and off as you require This

will reduce your energy bills.



Domestic Hot Water
The domestic hot water is temperature controlled by a thermostat within the Heat interface Unit, (Orange TRV Head, see image)

This is normally set at 50C and provides hot water to all taps.  To test the HIU is producing the correct temperature, only the kitchen tap

can deliver 50C.  ALL, other outlets, and taps are protected by a thermostat mixing valve.  Therefor they will give you a set temperature

of 38C. If your shower or Hand wash basin does not feel warm enough, this may not be the issue of the HIU. This could be other elements

of the system.

When your HIU DHW  is set at 50C, it will keep your domestic hot water always ready to produce hot water 24/7.  This is done by a system

called Keep Warm.  This ensures a small flow of communal water will travel around the DHW plate heat exchanger 24/7.  This will pass

through your heat meter and will be chargeable. You will be charged for this even when you are not in the property. If the DHW thermostat

is set correctly, only a small flow from the system pass’s through the heat meter, this should not be a great cost in terms of energy and the

instantaneous benefit of the DHW out ways the cost.



Reducing Costs

Setting 1: Reduced Flow Setting 4: Increased Flow

DO NOT INCREASE the set temperature of the orange valve.  This will increase the Keep Warm setting, in turn increase the flow through

the heat meter and will cost you more money. If you are not getting sufficient hot water from your kitchen tap, consult a qualified

engineer.

During times away from home, you can turn the orange valve to no: 1 (Image).  This reduces the flow. This will reduce the chargeable

energy used.  Remember to increase the orange vale to it’s original setting, (Image 4), to enable your hot water to achieve he temperature

when you require it. 




